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PERFORMING ARTS ISSUE:
Rob Talbot has a close look at the production and release of the
recent set and finds that it provides specialist delight not seen for
years.
The Performing Arts issue turned in a performance not matched by anyone
of the six "arts" featured. The star performer was Southern Colour Print,
the production house, who stretched "Kiwi ingenuity" to the limit but... I'm
getting ahead of myself.
Sometime during the 1997 Christmas period NZ Post's marketing people
got wind of an undesirable feature (memories of Teddy Bears?) in the
design of the $1.00 value. Whatever that was, it was sufficiently serious to
cause them to re-photograph the artwork, make new printing plates .and reprint both sheet stamps and miniature sheets of the $1.00 value and setenant miniature sheet.
I first became nervous about this issue when informed that we could not
have our order of miniature sheet booklets on the first day of issue. The
limited stocks available had to be reserved for counter sales. We were
assured there was no shortage, just a delay. My anxiety on behalf of CP
customers was not allayed at the time, though, to be fair, all supplies were
drip-fed to us during the first week of issue. The rumour was that the
whole issue had to be reprinted and that was why the first five booklets we
received were not wrapped in cellophane and figuratively felt warm to the
touch. They had literally just come off the machine!
At least I now had something to put under the glass. The sheet stamps
(plate blocks, etc) had seemed perfectly normal and perforations all gauged
13.4 x 13.7 with the mesh horizontal. The miniature sheets agreed with
this until I reached the $1.00 value which gauged 12 and the miniature
sheet which had all values se-tenant also gauged 12.
I now suspected that perhaps only the $1.00 value had been reworked and
should re-check the $1.00 sheet stamps. In short, I checked all values in
stock and wherever else we were able to handle large volumes and came up
with some interesting detail on perforations. My findings (to date!) are
summarised in the table.
The key to spotting the perforation differences is the slightly wider gap at
the .tQp of the stamp between the last verticathole and the adjoining

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX

GSTwill be added to all prices listed in thiS Newsletter for local orders
(12.5%). Overseas orders are "zero-rated "and do not pay GST.
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"horizontal" hole. This is the nonna1 (13.4 x 13.7) situation caused by the
perforating tool not quite fitting the vertical dimension of the stamp design.
The gap occurs on every stamp (with slight variation) because the tool is a
single comb, perforating the horizontal (long) rows and the vertical (short
sides of the stamp) in one "strike".
This gap seemed to have disappeared on the $1.00 value but further
checking showed that it had moved to the middle of each vertical stamp
side. Someone must have dusted off the Chambons, those celebrated
perforating machines of the 1960 series, I thought! We should really call
this perfmg tool an H-comb since the Chambon machinery is certainly not
involved. The perforation gauges 13.4 x 13.7 though your perf gauge gets
confused on the sides because of the variable gap in the middle (see
diagram).
On the $1.20 value I found the gap had moved on a couple of sheets to the
bottom of the stamp. Clearly a few sheets at least had been fed into the
standard comb machine upside down.
Two values (80c and $1.80) sometimes had no gap at all! Where there was
no gap the perforations gauged 14x14. At the time of writing, this split
between gauges is abQllt 50150 on the 80c but ID.JJ.cll scarcer on the $1.80.
We have now reconstructed the scene (reliably) at Southern Colour Print as
the issue progresses.

*

The Performing Arts issue is in the perforator(s). One of the
perforation tools breaks. A 14 gauge tool fits the stamp and is used
because there is no time to repair the broken tool: Christmas
holidays is compressing lead time for this first issue of 1998.

*

Someone has discovered a design problem with the $1.00 value
which has already been printed (sheets and miniature sheets - see
para.2 above). A total rework of photography, film and plates has to
take place.

*

By the time the new $1.00 design is available for perfing "Favourite
Fe1ines"(second issue of 1998 and also 13.4 x 13.7) is on the
perforators. There are no other 13.4 x 13.7 tools available.

Southern Colour used two ingenious solutions to overcome the crisis.
Firstly for the $1.00 sheet stamps, they used a double comb 13.4 x 13.7 tool
that had the wrong vertical dimension. They turned it into a single H-too1
"Over the period of our association, I have been pleased with the
excellent treatment and service with your Branches in England and lately
New Zealand."
(R.M., Tyne and Wear)
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by removing the bottom horizontal row of pins and as many of the vertical
pins needed to make it fit.
Secondly, for the miniature sheets they used an adjustable tool which they
had developed themselves. Conventional wisdom said it could not be done
and their regular overseas supplier refused to attempt it. With the help of a
local supplier they had created a variable size tool based on a
5mmJ1.666mm matrix.
This produces exactly 12 gauge perforations (i.e. 12 pins per 20mm) which
is the smallest gauge engineering considerations allowed. Unfortunately
this is a little under the 13 to 14 gauge preferred for easy separation.
However this factor was less critical for miniature sheets and so the worldfirst adjustable tool came to the rescue.

Stop Press!
There were 3 printing plates prepared for the original printing. The values
were paired (40c and $1.00; 80c and $1.80; $1.20 and $1.50) to give two
panes of 100 stamps on each plate.

*

The 80c and $1.80 values being on the same plate explains why the
14 gauge perf was found on both. Right now we cannot know what
the balance is. Is the 14 gauge scarcer or more common? Are both
gauges equally common (scarce)?

*

The 40c and $1.00 values were paired on the same printing plate
(first printing) but each value exhibits different perfing
characteristics including different size holes. In the many sheets we
have seen this feature has been totally consistent.

We already knew something "dramatically" wrong had been discovered on
the $1.00 and this latter information confirms it. What this also suggests is
that the reprint involved ~ the $1.00 and it alone was doubled up on the
printing plate (i.e. in tandem). If ultimately we discover different pin
characteristics in comparable positional blocks this may prove the
conjecture.
"Iwas amused by the commentary on page 11 of the Feb.Newsletter,
regarding the Canadian issues. Curiously enough, I have stopped
collecting modem Canada myself for many of the reasons cited by you
and others. However, I still take/derive some pleasure from the New
Zealand issues, perhaps for two reasons: (a) I sense that more New
Zealanders still care passionately about their stamps and it shows; (b) As
a non-resident and only occasional visitor, I am still learning new things
about New Zealand through its stamp issues (believe it or not).
(Dr D.C., Ontario)
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Performing Arts (14-1-98)
Schedule of perforation variations

Value

MIS Single

Sheet

MIS se-tenant

40c

(a)

(a)

(d)

80c

(a) (b)

(a)

(d)

1.00

(c)

(d)

(d)

1.20

(a)

(a)

(d)

1.50

(a)

(a)

(d)

1.80

(a) (b)

(a)

(d)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Perf 13.4 x 13.7, standard holes, "U" shaped perf head.
Perf 14 (small holes)
Perf 13.4 x 13.7 (small holes and "H "perfcomb)
Perf12
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Standard single comb perfing head
showing slight variable gap at top of
each row.
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Improvised H-comb head showing
slight variable gap in the middle of each
row. (Made from double row comb).

NEW ISSUES AND VARIETIES
By Warwick Paterson and Rob Talbot
Performing Arts:
This issue appeared on the 14th January 1998 and comprises six values:
40c Modem Dance, 80c Music, $1.00 Opera, $1.20 Theatre, $1.50 Song
and $1.80 Ballet. It appears both in sheet format and in the form of a
miniature sheet booklet which contains one miniature sheet of each value,
and a miniature sheet containing a se-tenant block (six values). The
stamps were printed by Southern Colour Print, of Dunedin, by
lithography in four process colours on 103gsm gummed stamp paper with
horizontal mesh. The perforations of this issue have already proved to be
one of the most interesting philatelic developments of recent years due to
difficulties experienced in the production of the issue and the necessity to
reprint the $1 value and the $1 miniature sheet from the miniature sheet
booklet.

A full account of observations to date are contained in an article by Rob
Talbot in this issue of the CP Newsletter.
Barcodes are:

40c 034571;
80c 034588;
$1.20 034601;
$1.50 034618;
The booklet does not feature a barcode.

$1.00 034595;
$1.80 034625.
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Scenic 40c booklet:
This interesting reprint of the smaller scenic definitive designs appeared
on the 14th January 1998. The stamps were designed by Red Cactus
Design Ltd, Wellington, and the new booklet contains six separate
designs, with four of the designs appearing twice (Fox Glacier, Tory
Channel, Mt Egrnont/Taranaki, and Lake Matheson). The booklet was
printed by Southern Colour Print, Dunedin, by lithography using four
process colours for the stamps.
Paper type is JAC self-adhesive non-detection coated paper (archival
grade).
This reprint of the 40c Scenic series introduces a number of striking
changes to the stamps when compared with their original appearance in
self-adhesive roll form printed in Australia by Australia Post/Sprintpak.
(For convenience, this month we list the features of the new booklet issue
alongside the features of the original self-adhesive roll issue of these
designs, giving points of difference and identification).
Original self-adhesive roll (Sprintpak)
Printing method:

Stochastic (random screening)

Self-adhesive Booklet printing
(Southern Colour Print)
Standard lithograph screening

Perforations:

Die-cut "line" 11.25

Die cut "comb" IOx9.75

Phosphor border: Under ultraviolet emission
reacts pink and is shaped to the printed border
of the stamp.
Mesh:

Horizontal

UV reaction less pink and border
in the form of straight-edged box.

Horizontal

The new booklet carries the barcode 042200.

Further details of this and other reprints will appear from time to time in
the Newsletter. Readers should note that the current definitive series is
becoming as interesting as any we can remember in modern times, with
changes of printers and formats, and undoubtedly will lead to continuing
philatelic development. Watch this space!
Reprints noted:
$4 Butterfly (Common Copper) reprint.
This new reprint appeared in October 1997 and was produced by the
House of Questa in Britain. It contains significant changes to the original
printing.
Unique to the $4 reprint in this series, the originally square border has
been shrunk by \!zmm horizontally, whereas the $1 and $2 reprints were
expanded. As in previous reprints, the perforation changes from 14Y4 all
round to 13% x 14Y4 and the mesh from vertical to horizontal in the new
reprint. The stamp width, measured from the perforations, is greater by
1Y4mm.
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Fonts used for titling are different and readily discernible in the wider "4"
of the value in this reprint. The paper is now whiter and fluoresces more
brightly under ultraviolet emission.
The reprint is identifiable in the imprint block by the I-kiwi symbol
appearing underneath vertical column 2 in the bottom selvedge.
Shanghai '97 Philatelic Exhibition - Miniature Sheet:
New Zealand Post, in order to commemorate the major exhibition in
Shanghai during 1997, wished to overprint the "New Zealand-China"
joint stamp issue which appeared during the year in miniature sheet form.
We understand that supplies of the original miniature sheet ran out and a
reprint had to be undertaken, this time altering the position of the stamps
to allow for the imposition of a gold border and Shanghai Stamp
Exhibition logo in the top left comer. Other details of the inscriptions on
the miniature sheet have been changed, including the addition of an 80c
sheet value at bottom right.
The new miniature sheet reprint appeared on the 19th November 1997
with the above listed changes, and in addition a change in mesh direction
from horizontal to vertical mesh.
Although the CP Catalogue does not normally list special miniature
sheets produced for philatelic exhibitions by New Zealand Post the fact
that the mesh has been changed in this issue means that the stamps will be
listed in the Catalogue, together with the new overprinted miniature sheet.
$1 RED ROUND KIWI - A new variety:
Thanks to Don White for showing us a variety he discovered. The $1.00
Red Round Kiwi (line engraved) was found in a three-deep block with a
27mm reel join. This was a vertical overlap as expected with horizontal
mesh. It was noted how rough and "bruised" the perfs were on account
of the extra thickness. This variety will be Catalogued in our next
Supplement as PD6b(Y).
1998 ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO
The third of an annual series highlighting New Zealand's philatelic
history -100 Years Ago - by Andrew Dolphin.
1898 was undoubtedly a benchmark year in New Zealand's philatelic
history. It saw the release of two major new stamp issues - the first, a
wonderfully designed and superbly recess-printed pictorial definitive
series, Yzd to 5/-, the centenary of which is to be commemorated by NZ
Post on the 20 th May this year, and at the end of the year, although a
"local" issue only, the first stamp of the Great Barrier Island Pigeon Post
stamps having the distinction of being the world's first postal labels used
for airmail purposes.
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But before these two milestones occurred, there were issued further
printings in the existing stamp series, as detailed below.
The first 100 years ago 1898 stamps released 'this year' by New Zealand
were the very final printings of the Second Sideface stamps, nine stamps,
Y2d, Id, 2d, 2Y2d, 3d, 4d, Sd, 6d and 1/- on the 7mm watermark VM paper
with rotary perf 11, this final printing on coarse paper. This
distinguishes them from the printings from the previous two years, same
watermark and perforation, on fine paper. Also released this year, 1898,
was the final 8d blue Second Sideface, similarly with the 7mm watermark
VM paper with rotary perf 11.
Three further coarse paper printings were also released in the VR Life
Insurance series, similarly on the 7mm watermark VM paper with rotary
perf 11, Y2d purple, Id blue and 2d red-brown.
But without a doubt, the most important and eagerly awaited date of the
year was the Sth April 1898 and the release of thirteen stamps on an
unwatermarked paper with variable perf 12-16, the so-called London
Prints, details as follows:
Y2d Mt Cook designed by H W Young;
Id Lake Taupo and Mt Ruapehu designed by J Gaut;
2d Pembroke Peak and Milford Sound designed by W R Bock;
2Y2d Lake Wakatipu and Mt Eamslaw with the famous, or perhaps
infamous, spelling 'Wakitipu' designed by E T Luke;
3d Huias native birds designed by W R Bock;
4d White Terrace, Lake Rotomahana designed by E Howard;
Sd Otira Gorge and Mt Ruapehu designed by E T Luke;
6d Brown Kiwi designed by E Howard;
8d Maori War Canoe designed by E Howard;
9d Pink Terrace, Lake Rotomahana designed by W R Bock;
1/- Kea and Kaka native birds designed by W R Bock;
2/- Milford Sound designed by E T Luke;
S/- Mt Cook designed by E T Luke.
The stamps were engraved by Rapkin for the Ihd, Id, 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d, 8d,
9d, 2/- and S/-, A Hill for the 2Y2d and 1/-, and J A C Harrison for the 5d.
The series was recess printed in London by Waterlow & Sons Ltd.
As soon as the 2Y2d Wakitipu typo appeared with the spelling mistakeprobably New Zealand's best-known "error" stamp - the decision was
made to quickly prepare a new plate with corrected spelling ofWakatipu
and indeed this 'was released exactly one month later on Sth May 1898.
For the new plate, the opportunity was taken of replacing the legend 'Mt
Eamslaw' with 'POSTAGE & REVENUE" which disappeared from the
top of the stamp under "NEW ZEALAND", slightly unbalancing the
design of an otherwise finely balanced composition.
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The New Zealand Postmaster-General promised that "the series will
compare favourably with the stamps in use in any part of the world" - and
he was right.
And finally, six months later on the 19th November 1898, appeared the
famous 1/- deep blue Great Barrier Island Special Post Pigeon Post
stamp. This was issued by the original Great Barrier Pigeongram Service
Co by Mr S Holden Howie, of Newton Road, Auckland. The stamps
were printed by the Observer Printing Works, Auckland, and were the
first distinctive adhesive stamps for use on correspondence ever to be
flown through the air.
What a year!
But..... the following year, 1899, was not far behind in philatelic
importance with new and further printings of the 1898 Pictorials, seven
more Pigeon Post stamps from two different companies, and New
Zealand's first POSTAGE DUE stamps, ten denominations in four
different groups, wide settings and narrow settings. More next time.
Tl

T2
T3
T4

T5

T6
T7

T8
T9

TlO
Tll
Tl2
Tl3
Tl4
Tl5
Tl6
Tl7

HEALTH COVERS
1936 Lifebuoy FDC Oamaru on Oamaru Health
Stamp Campaign for the Children FDC
1937 Hiker FDC postmark Middlemarch,
unaddressed
1937 ditto to Wellington, Dominion Wrestling Assn.
1938 Children at Play franked Christchurch on
Christchurch Sunlight League Health Camp
Committee FDC
1938 ditto franked Middlemarch on PO FDC
1938 ditto"
"
to Australia
1941 Beach Ball overprint, Gisbome Health Camp
postmark plus cachet FDC Souvenir Official
Opening Health Camp Gisbome 11 October 1941.
Autographed by the Hon. Arnold H Nordmeyer,
Minister of Health 1941-1947, Labour MP 19351949, President ofNZ Labour Party 1950-1951
1941 ditto as above for Roxburgh Health Camp for
8 Nov 1941. Autographed, Nordmeyer
1941 ditto Oamaru local 4 May 1942.
1942 Swing FDC Oamaru on PO FDC
1943 Triangulars FDC postmark Rocky Bay to
Portland, Oregon, USA
1943 ditto Middlemarch postmark
1943 ditto Oamaru postmark
1944 Princesses II Oct, Middlemarch postmark
1945 Peter Pan FDC Oamaru postmark
1945 ditto Woodside postmark
1946 Soldier FDC Dunedin postmark

$ 12
$ 12
$ 12

$ 15
$ 10
$ 10

$ 40
$ 40
$ 10
$ 30
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10

8
8

2
2

2
1.75
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1935 PICTORIALS - selected items
(a) L2b Id kiwi rare p.13Yud4
fineUHM
(b) L4f(W) 2d whare Offset on back, one of the best we have
seen, with selvedge
fine UHM
(c) L4f(X) - do - Counter coil pair, number 2 between stamps.
The rubber-stamped section number, impressed by hand, is
faint but present. (Cat. $800)
UHM
(d) L5a(Y) 2'l2d Mt Cook & lilies inverted watermark UHM
(e) L5b(Z) - do - reversed watermark. The 'Discovery Copy',
unique, slight creasing. (Cat. $1000)
Used
(f) L5d(Z) - do - inverted watermark.
UHM
(g) L6b(Z) 3d Maori girl inverted watermark
UHM

700

(a)

701

702

703

L8f(5)/L8f(X) 5d Swordfish, the famous Cobalt blue, so
famous it has two catalogue listings: the shade AND double
print, one albino. Lovely.
UHM

Ll2b(Z) 1/- tui inverted watermark
UHM
Ll2c - do - Blitz perf 12Yz
fineUHM
L13a(Z) 2/- Capt Cook inverted watermark
UHM
L13b - do - p.l3Yzxl4 top selvedge
fineUHM
L13b - do - lower left comer selvedge copy,
centred low
UHM
(f) LOI3e(Z) - do - Official Rl/4 COQK flaw, in pair with
normal
UHM
(g) L013f - do - (1) deep olive-green shade
UHM
(2) olive-green shade
UHM
(h) L13g - do - top right comer block of 18: six x three,
Rl/7-l2 1R3/7-l2, excellent study piece
UHM

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

L14c 3/- Mt Egmont experimental wet printing, watermark
inverted & reversed, left selvedge, superb copy. Very rare.
(Cat. $1250)
UHM
- doFine used copy (Cat. $875). A
(b) L14c - dochance here, offered at a very special CP Newsletter
ONLY
subscriber price.
UHM
(c) L14e - do - Blitz perf l2Yz

$ 275
$ 500

$ 625
$ 50
POA
$ 19
$ 85

POA
$
$
$
$

70
100
150
160

$ 130
$ 475
$ 115
$ 115
$ 200

(a)

$1000

$ 575
$ 150

"First I would like to wish you a fine and healthy 1998, also I would like
to thank you for the good service you give. Through the years I received
quite a lot of stamps and every time I receive a batch of the new issues
I'm pleased. Also I like the specials you enclose. Thank you for your
efforts and your fine service.
(P C M de K, Netherlands)
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FULL FACE QUEEN SELECTION - SPECIALISED
Several new acquisitions and one or two blockbuster items.
612

(a) A6a (SG3) 1/- Yellow-green, London Print (1855),
imperforate. One of the nicest-looking copies we've
handled lately with beautiful full colour. Four margins
(narrow at right) otherwise full and light marking off the
face. Ivory head, and general appearance and quality fresh
and pristine. Thin spot at back does little to detract from this
glorious item. (Cat. at $16,000)
(b) A2b (SG5) 2d Blue on blue paper, first Colonial print,
imperforate, 1856, by Richardson, no wmk. This month's
example is a glorious unused copy of brilliant fresh
appearance. Three full margins, the fourth margin narrow
to touching at right. This is a very great rarity and seldom
seen by us, let alone offered in CPNL. This month's great
offer

.
(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

<,4... "':

POA

$3950

ni!il\l\IlJWP!I1.11~ ,b

Ale(4) (SG35) Id Carmine-vermilion, Davies Print
imperforate, Star wmk. Absolutely superb four-marginal
copy with light marking well off the face. An exquisite
example and a chance to fill an increasingly difficult gap.
A2d(Y) (SG49) 2d Dull Deep Blue, Star wmk rouletted 7.
Good roulettes on three sides and four-marginal. Mark not
identified but unobtrusive and well off the face to the side of
the stamp and the base. (Cat. $1000)
A3a(2) (SG40) 3d Brown-lilac, Star wmk, imperforate.
Deep Brown-lilac, superb unused example of four huge
margins, almost impossible to better.
A6d(7) (SG46) 1/- Deep Green, imperforate, Star wmk.
Magnificent item. Unused example, with three margins and
cut into slightly at base. Great rarity and at this month's
price very hard to better.
A6d(3) (SG45) 1/- Yellow-green ditto. Exquisite used copy
with four margins and very light marking. Clear face. One
of the nicest we've seen for some considerable time.
A6d(l) (SG44) 1/- Bluish-green ditto. Copy with three
huge margins if slightly touching bottom right. Light
marking off the face. Wonderful example of a less-often
seen shade.

$ 575

$ 700

$ 800

$ 750

$ 800

$ 200
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(f)

613

(a)

Alm(3) (SGlll) ld Orange-vermilion, perfl2Yt, Star
wmk. Lovely perfs centred slightly right but clean fresh and
marking well off the face. Exquisite.
(b) Alp (SG128) ld Brown, perf lOx12Yt. Superb variety pair
comprising two CP listed variations, Alp(Y) Alp(X). This
fine used pair features double perforations l2\!2 vertically
between the stamps and irregular compound perfs, being
l2\!2, on sides and base and perf 10 at top. A remarkable
variety and superb for specialist exhibition lot.

.
.
.
Alp(2) (SG128). Very fine used pair of this variety with
light marking between stamps at base (c.d.s). One of the
nicest examples we've seen and definitely Exhibition
material.
(d) A2t (SG130) 2d Vermilion, perf 12Yt, no wmk. Wellcentred block offour, unused. Beautiful condition. Right
selvedge.

$ 150

$ 975

(c)

$ 250

$1200
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(e) A3d(4) 3d Deep Lilac, unused, perf 127'2 Star wmk.
Glorious well-centred example.
(t) A4a(2) (SG1l9) 4d Rose, Star wmk, perf 127'2. Used copy
in very deep vibrant shade. Light marking well offthe face,
ifmargins a little close (Cat. $850)
OR well centred copy in the paler shade with Wellington
duplex dated cancellation. Wonderful piece
(g) A4b (SGI20) 4d Yellow, perf 127'2. Superb used example,
marking slightly untidy but unusually good appearance for
this difficult stamp.
(h) A4b(3) (SG120) 4d Deep Yellow ditto. Lovely example
with marking a little over the face but exceptional of the
shade.
(i)

A4b(7) (SG121) 4d Orange-yellow, perf 127'2 ditto. Very
scarce shade indeed and absolutely guaranteed by us.
Marking a little over the face and centred slightly left but
this is a far better than average example (Cat. $2750),
absolutely guaranteed.

$ 250

$ 750
$ 750

$ 350

$ 300

$1750

G)

A5k(2) (SG135) 6d Blue, perf 127'2 Star wmk. Fine
unused, centred left a little.
(k) A6m(4) (S125) 1/- Yellow-green, perf 127'2 ditto. Superb
well centred, unused. (Cat. $450)
OR ditto very fine presentation copy with light circular date
stamp at base.
OR superb used pair with light Auckland duplex
cancellation (Cat. $500)

$ 300
$ 400
$ 300
$ 350

QEII FIRST DAY COVERS
300

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(t)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)
(m)

1953 May 25, Coronation 5v, S59-63
1959 Dec 1, Def8d brown, N37, scarce
1960 Nov 1, Christmas, SCI
1961 Sep 1, Def, 27'2d surcharge
1961 Sep 1, Official, 2Yzd surcharge N029
1961 Nov 1, 2Yzd Titoki, 04
1962 May 14, 5d Mountain Daisy, 07
1962 June 1, Telegraph Centenary, S88-9
1963 March 1, 2Y2d Official, N035
1963 Nov 4, 1/9d Topdressing, multicolour, OI5b
1963 Nov 4, Life Insurance, 2Yzd Cape Campbell, X16
1963 Dec 3, 8d COMPAC Cable, S92
1966 Mar 16, 7d Koromiko, 09

$10
$175
$ 5
$ 2
$ 7
$ 2
$ I
$ 6
$ 4
$ 6
$ 12
$ 8
$ 2
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1997 NEW ISSUES RECAP
Any gaps in your recent New Issues? Fill them now!
a= Mint set
c = Plate block(s) Mint
e = First Day Cover (Min. Sheet)
1= Self-adhesive roll label sets
n = Miniature Sheet used
PE9b
(a) $1.30

b = Used set
d = First Day Cover
k= Booklet
m = Miniature Sheet mint

13 Nov 1996
(k) $14.00

1996 Fastpost Booklet
(d) $2.50
(b) $1.30

Cattle of New Zealand
S563/568
(c) $66.35
(a) $11.05
(b) $11.05
Gutter Pairs $22.10

15 Jan 1997
(d) $11.90

SH79/84
(a) $11.05

Discoverers (Millenium Series No.1)
(c) $66.35
(b) $11.05

12 Feb 1997
(d) $11.90

PE18a
(a) $15.00

$10 Mt Ruapehu Erupting
(c) $66.00
(b) $16.50

12 Feb 1997
(d) $17.30

S569/S574
(a) $10.05
(kim) $22.10

New Zealand Vineyards
(c) $66.35
(b) $11.05

19 March 1997
(d) $11.90

PD77/86
(d) $7.45

New Zealand Wackiest Letterboxes
(k) $6.60

19 Mar 1997

S575/578
(a) $7.05

New Zealand Art - Colin McCahon
(c) $46.55
(b) $ 7.75

7 May 1997
(d) $8.60

S579/580
(a) $1.80

Pigeon-gram Centenary
(c) $11.90
(b) $2.00

7 May 1997
(d) $2.80

T69a/c
(a) $2.65
(e) $3.70

Health
(b) $2.90
(1) $16.20

(c) $12.85
(m) $ 2.90

18 June 1997
(d) $3.70
(n) $2.90

S581/584
(a) $7.05

Fly Fishing
(b) $7.75

(c) $46.55

18 June 1997
(d) $8.60

SS120/S8125
(a) $10.05

Scenic Trains
(b) $11.05

(c) $66.35

6 Aug 1997
(d) $11.90

PD6d
(a) $1.50

Round $1 Kiwi (Purple, litho)
(c) $9.90
(b) $1.65

SC38a/SC38g
(a) $10.50
(1) $14.40
>10

PD87/96
(d) $ 7.4:5

Christmas
(c) $61.40
(b) $10.90
(n) $10.25
(m) $10.25 >10
Se-tenant block of all values
Creepy Crawlies
(k) $ 6.60

6 Aug 1997
(d) $2.50

>10

3 Sept. 1997
(d) $11.70
(k) $ 6.60

1 Oct 1997

SIXTEEN
S585/586
(a) $ 1.20
(e) $ 2.50

Roses (ChinalNew Zealand Joint Issue) 9 Oct 1997
(b) $ 1.30
(c) $ 5.30
(d) $ 3.45
(m) $ 1.30
(n) $ 1.30
Chinese Stamps $ 1.50

S587/590
(a) $ 7.05

Cartoonists
(b) $ 7.75

(c) $46.50

12 Nov. 1997
(d) $ 8.60

S591
Royal Golden Wedding
(a)
.60
(b) .65
(d) $ 2.15
(n) $ 6.60 **
** Sheetlet of 10x40c

12 Nov. 1997
(m) $6.60 **

RD47/52
Ross Dependency Birds
(a) $ 9.40
(b) $11.05
(c) $66.35
(m) $11.05*** (n) $11.05 ***
*** Sheetlet of all six values

12 Nov. 1997
(d) $11.90

1997 EXHmITION MINIATURE SHEETS
1997 Hong Kong '97 Exhibition
Cattle
(e) $ 6.25
(m) $ 5.45
Maori Craft
(m) $4.45
(n) $ 4.45
Pacific '97 Exhibition
Vineyards
(e) $ 5.60
(m) $ 4.80
Pigeon-gram
(e) $ 5.95
(m) $ 3.95
Wellington China-New Zealand Expo
NZ/China Roses
(d) $ 3.50
(e) $ 2.20
Aupex '97 Auckland (Exhibition overprint)
Pigeon-gram
(m) $ 3.95
(n) $ 3.95
Shanghai '97 (Exhibition overprint)
NZ/China Roses
(m) $ 1.35
(n) $ 1.35

PC22b
PC23b
PC29b

12 February 1997
(n) $ 5.45
29 May 1997
(n) $ 4.80
(n) $ 3.95
9 October 1997
13 Nov 1997
19 Nov 1997

1997 DEFINITIVE REPRINTS
$1 Forest Ringlet (3-kiwi)
Nov 1996
(a) $ l.50
(b) $ 1.65
(c) $9.90
Nov 1996
$2 Southern Blue (3-kiwi)
(a) $ 3.00
(b) $ 3.30
(c) $19.80
$4 Common Copper (I-kiwi)
Oct 1997
(b) $ 6.60
..10 $39.60
(a) $ 6.00

............................

A Rarity Resurfaces - Reversed Watermark
Lot 700(e) L5b(Z) Y>d Mt Cook and Lilies, perf 13Y>x14 "WET"
printing, VM. The "discovery" and so far unique copy found 20 years
ago by CP Ltd. This month again in CPNL.
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HEALTH FIRST DAY COVERS (cont'd)
TI8
TI9
T20
T2l

Tn

T23
T24
T25
T26
T27
T28
T29
T30
T31
T32
T33
T34
T35
T36
T37
T38

1946 ditto Dunedin to Middlemarch
1946 ditto Woodside postmark
1946 ditto pairs Oamaru postmark
1946 ditto Ohakea Air Force postmark
1947 Eros FDC Dunedin postmark to Middlemarch
1947 ditto Middlemarch postmark
1948 Health Camp FDC Middlemarch postmark
1948 ditto
Woodside postmark
1948 ditto blocks of four 1d, 2d, Middlemarch pstmk
1948 ditto Dunedin postmark on Health FDC cover
1949 Nurse and Child FDC Port Chalmers postmark
1949 ditto Port Chalmers postmark to Rotorua
1949 ditto Rotorua postmark to Port Chalmers
1950 Elizabeth & Charles FDC Dunedin postmark
1950 ditto Roxburgh Health Camp postmark
1950 ditto Roxburgh Health Camp postmark on
Roxburgh Health Camp Cover.
1951 Yachting FDC Port Chalmers postmark
1951 ditto Christchurch postmark on Glenelg
souvenir cover
1951 ditto Roxburgh Health Camp postmark on
illustrated cover
1952 Charles and Anne FDC Roxburgh Health
Camp postmark
1953 Guides and Scouts Dunedin postmark

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.75
1.75
2
3
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1 ea
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

$ 2
$ 1.75
$ 2
$ 2
$ 2
$ 1.50

BOOKLETS LISTING (cont'd)
412

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(1)
(g)
(h)
413

W22a(Y) 1987 $4 booklet, Ahuriri Valley, Otago
pane with 2 kiwi symbols
Capex '87 Exhibition overprint, plain
pane with value marking
pane with one-kiwi symbol
W22b(Z) 1987 $4.40 booklet, Totaranui Beach, Abel
Tasman National Park, Nelson. Pane with I-kiwi symbol
Capex '87 Exhibition overprint, plain
pane with value marking
Pane with I-kiwi symbol
Ditto.

(a) W23a 1987 $4 booklet, Wellington by Night
pane with value marking
(b)
(c) W23a(Z) pane with 2-kiwi symbols
(d) W23a(Y) pair of booklets pane with 3-kiwi symbols

$
$
$
$

50
16.50
17.50
35

$
$
$
$

50
30
31.50
35

$
$
$
$

20
20
60
50

EIGHTEEN

413

(e)
(f)

Ditto.
Single booklet
W23a(X) pair of booklets, pane with 4-kiwi symbols, Cat.
$100
(g) W23b 1987 $4.40 Katiki Point, Otago, booklet
pane with value marking
(h)
(i) W23b(Z)
Pane with 2-kiwi symbols

$ 30
$
$
$
$

75
50
50
75

414

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

W24a 1988 $2 Personal Message stamps booklet
Ditto. Used
World Stamp Expo '89 overprint
Ditto. Used

$
$
$
$

10
10
10
10

415

(a)

W25a 1988 $7 fastPost booklet, left pane

$ 20
$ 20
$ 30

~

(c)

~~p~

W25a(Y) pane with I-kiwi symbol

416

(a) W26a 1988 Christmas booklet, top pane
(b)
pane with value marking
(c)
bottom pane
(d)
part imprint, two different. Ea
(e) W26a(Z) Pair of booklets complete printers imprint

$
$
$
$

417

(a)

W27a 1988 $6 Kiwi booklet

$ 35

418

(a)

W28a 1988 $4 Mt Cook from the Hooker Valley, South
Canterbury. Handiwrap left pane
New Zealand Stamps, left pane
Handiwrap, right pane
New Zealand Stamps, right pane
W28a(Z) Handiwrap, pane with colour dots
W28a(Y) Handiwrap, pane with I-kiwi symbol. Rare
booklet
W28a(X) Handiwrap, pane with 2-kiwi symbols
W28a(V) New Zealand Stamps, pane with 3-kiwi symbols.
Rare.
W28a(U) NZ Stamps, pane with 5-kiwi symbols
W28a(T) NZ Stamps, pane with 6-kiwi symbols
Stamp World London '90 overprint, plain
Ditto, pane with colour dots

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)

419

(a) W29a 1989 Christmas, top pane
(b)
bottom pane
(c)
top pane with value marking
(d)
bottom pane with designer marking
(e) W29a(Z) pair of booklets with printers' imprint
ffi

"Thank you for your informative letter dated I1 December 1997."
(C J V, Malta)

12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
$ 40

$
$
$
$
$

12
12
12
12
25

$ 200

$ 30
$ 150
30
30
12
12

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

12.50
12.50
12.50
15
$ 70
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(a) W31a 1990 $4 booklet, left pane
right pane
(c) W31a(Z) pane with 6-kiwi symbols
(d) W31a(Y) pane with 7-kiwi symbols
(e) W31a(X) pane with 8-kiwi symbols

$ 20
$ 20
$ 40
$ 40
$ 45

421

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

$ 10
$ 10
$ 10
$ 30
$ 5
$ 5
$ 5
$ 5

422

(a) W37a 1991 $4.50 booklet, pane with imperf sides, I
top pane
bottom pane
(b)
(c) W37a(Z) as above, pane not imperf sides, bottom
(d) W37b, as above, I,
top pane
(e)
bottom pane
(f) W37b(Z) as above, II, top pane
(g)
bottom pane

10
10
15
10
10
$ 10
$ 10

(a) W38a 1992 $4 Trial booklet, top pane
bottom pane
(b)
(c)
top pane with value marking
(d)
top pane with left selvedge
(e)
Top pane with blue flaw on top stamp
(f)
Bottom pane with imprint, complete, 3 booklets
(g) W38b 1992 $8 booklet with imprint on pane
(h) W38b(Z) with barcode, top pane
(i)
Bottom pane

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20
20
20
20
20
55
40
20
20

(a) W39a 1992 $4.50 Panorama booklet,
Left pane, imperfleft, I,
(b) W39a(Z) imperf top and bottom, perf left, II
(c) W39b I, left pane
right pane
(d)
(e) W39b(Z), II, left pane

$
$
$
$
$

15
25
15
15
15

420

(b)

423

424
~

425

W32a 1991 $2 'Thinking of You' 40c booklet
W33a 1991 $2 'Happy Birthday' 40c booklet
W34a 1991 $4.50 booklet
W34a(Z) pane with colour dots
W35a 1991 $2.25 'Thinking of You' 45c booklet
Ditto, used, in booklet
W36a 1991 $2.25 'Happy Birthday' 45c booklet
Ditto, used, in booklet

(a) W40a 1993 $8 Falcon booklet, perf 14Y4 x 14, top pane
bottom pane
(c) W40b 1994 Falcon booklet, perf 12
(d) W40c 1995 Falcon booklet, perf 12 imperf

(b)

$
$
$
$
$

$ 17.50
$ 17.50
$ 16
$ 17

TWENTY

426

(a) W41a 1993 Weta booklet

$
$
$
$

10
10
12.50
12.50

$
$
$
$

10
10
19
17.60

$
$
$
$

9
15
9
15

(c) W47a 1994 Christmas booklet
(d) W47b ditto, counter booklet

$
$
$
$

IS
15
9
9

(a) W48a 1994 Cricket booklet

$ 13

(a) W49a 1995 Environment booklet

$
$
$
$
$
$

10
9
10
14.50
8.50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

27.50
9
10
10
8
8
14

(b) W41b ditto, counter booklet
(c) W42a 1993 Fish booklet
(d) W42b counter booklet
427

(a) W43a 1993 Dinosaur booklet

(b) W43b ditto, counter booklet
(c) W44a 1993 Christmas booklet
(d) W44b ditto, counter booklet
428

(a) W45a 1994 Tourism booklet, I.

(b) W45a(Z), reprint II
(c) W45b ditto, counter booklet
(d) W45b(Z), reprint II
429

(a) W46a 1994 Kiwiana booklet

(b) W46b ditto, counter booklet

430
431

(b) W50a 1995 Rugby League booklet
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
432

W51a
W52a
W53a
W54a

1995 Farmyard Animals 45c booklet
1995 Trial AirPost booklet (Cat. $17.50)
1995 Farmyard Animals 40c booklet,
1995 Christmas booklet

(a) W55a 1996 Racehorses booklet
(b) W56a 1996 Seashore booklet
(c) W56b 1996 Seashore self-adhesive booklet
(d) W57a 1996 Pohutukawa AirPost booklet
(e) W58a 1996 Christmas booklet
(f) W59a 1996 Wren booklet
(g) W60a 1996 Doubtful Sound booklet

8
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